
Black Sherif, Zero - feat. Mabel
Se mani k o
Blood in my eyes
Hw manim too
Blood is surprised
Nhunuu bi da o
Ein first time
And now he wants to know
More about rasta, keep it real (Keep it real)
Tell me what the fuck is going on with you (Going on with you)
Tell me all your struggles, I go give you help (I'll give you help)
Mese no (Mese no), them tings I keep it low (I keep it low)
On my langa niggas be talking for real (Talking for real)
Too much nosiness and cocky shit for real (Cock shit for real)
Tomorrow I go see my name for article (For article)
Kweku y this Kweku y that Kweku y zombie (Kweku y zombie)
And it's still fuck them niggas on the other side (I'll tell ya)
Igo see them pull my penis, piss on them Wallai
Yes we back up like a phoenix nyaa y anka ma die
Nso megyina pintinnn nyaa y anka ma die

Zero drama, zero drama
Save your drama, save your drama
Heal from trauma, yes, your trauma
And see no drama, see no drama
Zero drama, zero drama
Save your drama, save your drama
Heal from trauma, yes, your trauma
And see no drama, see no drama

Hear no drama, see no drama
Found me a piano in the hotel lobby
Singing to myself, I don't fuck with nobody
I know how to fill up my cup (I fill up my)
I got these eyes the see the view (View)
I got these nails to roll my zoot (Zoot)
I got these lips to speak my truth
But if you with me, we can light up
Palo Santo (Santo)
When fuckery is hitting me from every angle
Oh, they gonna hate
We can elevate
See their spiderweb untangle
Keep it low, melodrama
Infinity panorama
I'm here for the vibes
I don't trouble nobody
At the piano in the hotel lobby

Zero drama, zero drama (Zero, oh)
Save your drama, save your drama (Save your drama, save your)
Heal from trauma, yes, your trauma (Oh, yeah)
And see no drama, see no drama (Yeah, no drama)
Zero drama, zero drama (Zero, yeah, baby)
Save your drama, save your drama (Save your drama, save your)
Heal from trauma, yes, your trauma (Heal from trauma)
And see no drama, see no drama (See no drama)

Da-da-da-da-da-da-da
Da-da-da-da-da-da-da
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